10 MOST EXPENSIVE NFTS EVER SOLD
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Why **Learn Blockchain With Us?**

- **Trusted**
- **Strategic**
- **Practical**
What Are Non-Fungible Tokens?

Non fungible tokens are a type of digital asset where each of the token is unique and different from one another. These tokens can be anything starting from digital arts, paintings, videos, songs, games, etc. As they are unique in nature no two tokens can be interchanged.
Top 10 Most Expensive NFTs

1. Everydays: the First 5000 Days
2. CryptoPunk #3100
3. CryptoPunk #7804
4. Crossroads
5. The First Tweet
6. CryptoPunk #6965
7. Axie Infinity Genesis Land
8. CryptoPunk #4156
9. Not Forgotten, But Gone
10. Metarift
Everydays: the First 5000 Days

**DESCRIPTION**
This artwork is a compilation of the first 5000 digital artwork of Beeple.

**PRICE**
$69.3 million

**SELLER**
Beeple

**BUYER**
Metakovan

**DATE OF SALE**
March 11, 2021
CryptoPunk #3100

**DESCRIPTION**: It is a pixelated alien art image with a headband.

**PRICE**: $7.58 Million

**SELLER**: Anonymous

**BUYER**: Anonymous

**DATE OF SALE**: March 11, 2021
CryptoPunk #7804

DESCRIPTION
It is a pixelated alien art image with a cap forward, a small shade, and a pipe.

PRICE
$7.57 Million

SELLER
Anonymous

BUYER
Anonymous

DATE OF SALE
March 11, 2021
Crossroads

DESCRIPTION
It is a short political art video on the presidential election 2020 from Beeple.

PRICE
$6.6 Million

SELLER
Pablo

BUYER
Anonymous

DATE OF SALE
February 25, 2021
The First Tweet

**DESCRIPTION**
It's the very first tweet of CEO and founder of Twitter, Jack Dorsey.

**PRICE**
$2.9 Million

**SELLER**
Jack Dorsey

**BUYER**
Sina Estavi

**DATE OF SALE**
March 22, 2021
CryptoPunk #6965

**DESCRIPTION**
It is a pixelated ape art image with a fedora.

**PRICE**
$1.54 Million

**SELLER**
Anonymous

**BUYER**
Anonymous

**DATE OF SALE**
February 19, 2021
Axie Infinity Genesis Land

DESCRIPTION
These are 9 virtual Genesis land of the game Axie Infinity.

PRICE
$1.5 Million

SELLER
Axie Infinity

BUYER
Flying Falcon

DATE OF SALE
February 28, 2021
CryptoPunk #4156

DESCRIPTION
It is a pixelated ape art image with a blue bandana.

PRICE
$1.25 Million

SELLER
Anonymous

BUYER
Anonymous

DATE OF SALE
February 18, 2021
Not Forgotten, But Gone

**DESCRIPTION**
It's a video of a golden gummy bear skeleton rotating for 16-seconds.

**PRICE**
$1 Million

**SELLER**
WhIsBe

**BUYER**
Pablo

**DATE OF SALE**
March 17, 2021
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Features spherical objects rotating in various directions and clustered together.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>$904.41K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELLER</td>
<td>Pak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUYER</td>
<td>DANNY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE OF SALE</td>
<td>March 21, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where Do NFTs Get Their Value From?

NFTs get their value from four parameters:

- Utility Value
- Identity of the Creator
- Future Valuation
- Liquidity
Utility Value

- Depends on how the token can be used. Attractive use cases always increase the value.
- Ability to use the NFT in another application, that means interoperability between various platforms makes the token lucrative.
- Partnership with other businesses.
Identity of the Creator

- NFTs that comes from a famous company or artist increases the value significantly.
- Media hype around a NFT always results in high selling price.
- Reselling NFTs owned by influential people can increase the value.
Highly depends on the trend and future predictions around a certain NFT.

The scarcity of supply of the NFT drives increases the value.

It depends on the speculation of future cash flow and brand value.
High liquidity always results in a higher value of an NFT.

Use of popular ERC standards such as ERC 721 and ERC 1155 increases the liquidity of the NFT.

High trading volume of a certain NFT category attracts investors, which translates to a high value.
Blockchain Courses On NFTs

NFT Fundamentals Course
https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/nft-fundamentals

Ethereum Development Fundamentals
https://academy.101blockchains.com/courses/ethereum-development-fundamentals
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